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The circumstances of 2020 forced everyone to enter the virtual and remote workspace.

Overnight, many companies had to adapt and adjust how they maintained their businesses ,

while at the same time kept their workforce safe and engaged. What was supposed to be a

temporary situation turned into almost two years of change and adaptation. Now, companies

are forever changed and having to rethink and adjust their policies, operations, and

communication efforts.

In this new, distributed workforce, most companies adjusted easily to changing their business

operations as employees were set up with equipment to be able to work from home.

Additionally, policies were easily adjusted as companies needed to accommodate a remote

workforce into their HR strategies. But what hasn’t adapted as easily is the virtual company

culture.

In a recent study, employees were asked what their biggest struggles were when working

remotely.  Here are the results:

Unplugging After Work 22%

Loneliness 19%

Collaborating/Communication 17%

Distractions at Home 10%

Being in a Different Time Zone 8%

Staying Motivated 8%

Taking Vacation Time 7%

Other 4%

It seems that the connectivity, inclusiveness, and the culture of companies is in distress!

Workers are feeling overwhelmed, lonely, and isolated. They are disconnected from the

company and their colleagues. That discontent can eventually lead to lower work performance,

and retention issues.

To succeed in this new virtual workspace, it’s important for companies to adapt to the future of

work. In this white paper, we will discuss four steps to create culture in a remote workforce and

improve employee engagement.



STEP 1: DEFINE YOUR CULTURE

What is the Culture of your organization?

● It’s not your mission statement

● It’s not defined by the posters and quotes you put up on your walls

● It’s not what you write down in your employee handbook or proclaim at your team

meeting

Culture is built by the people in your organization and it is what drives the behavior of your

team. Culture is that internal motivator that encourages an employee to go the extra mile or

stay late to finish a project. Culture is what a person feels and thinks in a moment of pressure

that makes them elevate and execute; and it’s what keeps people coming back to work every

day for 5, 10, 20 years! Culture leads a person when no one is watching! Most importantly, in a

remote workforce, culture makes each individual feel appreciated and recognized – even if they

aren’t in the same building.

Creating culture is about aligning your core values, mission, and purpose. If you already have

these components defined, it’s time to take another look at them and make sure they continue

to serve the company and brand. If you don’t have them defined here are a few prompts to get

you started:

Vision/Mission Statements

A Vision Statement is a statement that describes your company values, strengths, and goals. It

illustrates the impact your company will have on the community and industry. A mission

statement serves to declare the company purpose, by defining the why, what and who of your

product and/or services.

Research has shown that the benefits of a vision/mission statement are:

● Easier Decision Making. Having a vision statement can be a compass for you and

remind you and your team of your qualities, values, and purpose to identify the best

path forward.

● Provides a sense of direction to where you are going and what you want to achieve

as an organization.

● Helps with long-term and short-term goal setting.

● Motivates during tough times



Core Values

Think of core values as the qualities that make up your company’s personality. They define how

you do business, how you work together for success, and how you show up for your customers.

As you build your core values, gather a team together to consider the qualities that make your

company who it is in the industry. To assist you, a list of 100 core values can be found at

https://soulsalt.com/list-of-values-and-beliefs/

Once you have sorted through a list of potential words, narrow them down to around 5 to keep

them easy to remember. Now, define them and how they will look, feel, and sound in your

organization (i.e., what does “humility” look like, feel like, and sound like in our company).

STEP 2: CHANGE THE MINDSET OF YOUR LEADERS

Let’s face it - In a virtual environment, leadership looks different!

Autonomy vs. Abandonment

You might not be in the same office, or even the same time zone; beware of “out of sight, out of

mind”. Regardless of your proximity, you can stay “close” with consistent 1:1’s, check ins, and

meaningful communication. It’s important to follow through and stay in communication with

team members, otherwise they will feel abandoned and unimportant. Face time should not go

away because you are a remote team.

Building Trust Virtually

Relating is a critical skill in management, especially remote management. Make sure that you

are taking time to ask employees about how they are, learn about them personally, and stay up

to date on their life outside of the office. This practice is vital to making people feel

appreciated, valued, and recognized. Remember that we are humans first before we are

employees!

Mindset of Compassion vs. Control

Move leaders from a management mindset of “control” to “compassion”. No longer can you

rely on what you see in an office to tell you about employee engagement and performance.

Instead, you need to manage KPIs and prioritize trust and enablement. Instead of

micromanaging and monitoring time, focus on setting clear goals and objectives, and managing

to those expectations. If an employee and manager are clear, and in agreement, on what needs

to be accomplished and by when, there can be a spirit of trust and empowerment that drives

the behavior.

https://woulsalt.om/list-of-values-and-beliefs/


STEP 3: CREATE A VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT

Now that a centralized brick-and-mortar office isn’t the center of the workspace, it’s important

to create opportunities for employees to gather and interact. Virtual workplaces can be a

dynamic space and speak to the culture of your company. Creating a virtual workspace consists

of designing engagement activities in digital locations.

As you create these opportunities, it’s important to consider what types of interpersonal

connections you are replacing with digital options. For instance, since everyone isn’t in one

location, how do you replace the daily “water cooler” conversations? You can create chat

rooms, Teams or Slack channels for that impromptu conversation and connection. Some other

ideas to consider:

● Lean in to sharing photos, hobbies, and holidays on a team channel - similar to a

Facebook page.

● Create groups to give like minded people an opportunity to connect and share.

● Integrate fun into your meetings such as an employee quiz, dress-up day, or games

that spark energy and creativity.

● Design a virtual “learning” center that you can host roundtables, book clubs, expos,

and other learning opportunities.

● Schedule your 1:1 meeting as a virtual coffee or lunch

● Account for multiple time zones

Get creative!  Remember, activities are not the culture, they are an expression of the culture.

STEP 4: CHECK IN AND ADAPT

After you have done all the work to set up your virtual culture, it’s important to make it

sustainable by addressing the expectations of the team and leaders. Maintenance and

adaptation are important parts of a virtual workforce environment.

Leaders need to be aware of the signs of a healthy virtual environment. Are the team members

engaged and showing positive behavior (i.e., laughing, smiling, connecting)? Are they

participating without prompting? Do they feel psychological safety – i.e., are they trusting and

open to share.

One of the easiest ways a manager can take the temperature of an employee’s psychological

safety is to have a red, yellow, green check-in system. Define what each color means so that you

can ask for their color status vs. “How are you?” Most people when asked that question will

reply with “Fine” and never really speak about what is concerning them. If they respond with,



“yellow” for instance, you’ll be able to assess what that means and ask more questions to be

supportive and helpful.

Finally, now that you have addressed your virtual workplace culture, prepare to revisit it every

six-months and adapt as needed. Solicit feedback! Culture is always evolving. If you see signs

that concern you, try to adapt and change quickly. When your employees see the effort to

maintain and adapt, they will better understand the commitment that your company has to

embracing change and to making the remote workforce a foundation of your business strategy.

Congratulations on taking these steps to create a strong virtual workforce and culture!

Over time, you’ll find that your employee’s performance and engagement will increase – and so

will your retention! You will be a strong, relevant company ready to thrive with a distributed

workforce.  Remember, work is something we do, not somewhere we go!

For personal assistance on leading with vision and managing with wisdom in your company,

connect with us!  We’d love to assist you in your leadership journey!
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